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EnviroSafe Steps for Ants

The four most important steps to ant management are limiting eating areas, sanitation, exclusion and food storage. It is very important that the custodial staff has the cooperation of all staff members and students to insure successful ant management. Unlike other pests, ants do not pose a serious threat to the users of your
facilities.  For this reason we would ask that everyone involved in the issue of ant management remain  calm.

	The most important step in combating ants is to be sure that eating areas are limited and that they are cleaned thoroughly on a daily basis. If there is no food they are not going to stay long. Proper sanitation also eliminates cluttered and disorganized areas. It is very important that items that are not being used be removed from the building or discarded. Clutter promotes pest problems. This is an area that will require the assistance of the administrator and the teaching staff.  It is amazing how many times we are told that the ants are only there when there is food on the floor.


	One way to resolve an ant problem is to not let them in. if the ants are coming through a crack in the wall or floor the use of a good silicone caulk will often times resolve the problem. Latex and siliconized acrylic caulks do not work for sealing out ants - they quickly chew through these caulks. If the crack is deep it is helpful to put dry borax in the crack and then seal the crack.  We use Silicone II which is a low odor formulation.


	Since it is not realistic that you will be able to seal all the entry points, it is very important that proper storage must be followed. Please be sure that food items are stored in sealed glass, metal or heavy plastic containers. Zip lock bags do not classify as proper storage. Please remember items like colored macaroni, rice, candy, cookies, crackers, etc. are ant food. Inspect those preschool and kindergarten rooms and talk to the teachers about sealing these items.


	In areas of ant activity it is important to clean these areas with Super C Professional Cleaner. This enzyme cleaner helps to remove the pheromones associated with ant trails as well as the minute food sources that the ants are feeding on. For general cleaning you can mop with 1to 2 ounces per gallon. You can also add a cup of borax per gallon of mop water to help with these problem areas.  When mixing, add the borax to the water last.


	You can mix a % cup of peanut butter or light corn syrup with 1 to 2 teaspoons of borax laundry soap. Place this mix in areas of ant activity.  To determine which to use, watch what the ants are eating.


	It is important that you vacuum up any visible ants and sand before doing this step. Placing any of the following in areas of ant activity has proven to be very helpful in reducing their numbers by eliminating their scent trail: dry borax, talcum powder, medicated body powder and Castile peppermint soap. The first three of these should be placed down dry and swept or brushed into the crack the ants are coming in through. Peppermint soap should be squirted straight from the bottle into the crack. To protect these products from being mopped or swept away we suggest you lightly cover the crack with duct tape after applying the product. It usually takes about 1O to 14 days for the scent trail to be totally removed. After 14 days remove the duct tape and clean up any remaining product. Then seal the entrance point with a good silicone caulk as described above.


If you have followed these procedures and continue to see ants, contact EnviroSafe, Inc.  Thank you.
HOME REMEDIES  FOR PEST  CONTROL

The following information was given to EnviroSafe, Inc. by Kenneth Olds a Pesticide Specialist with  the US Army at the Aberdeen Proving  Grounds. The reason they are included here is to show that   there are many ways people have used to control insect pests. Mr. Olds does not claim they work but rather that they have been used.  We at EnviroSafe will tell you that many on this list will work.  We  feel that starting with these least toxic means of control is a better way then starting with pesticides. These alternatives do not  constitute an IPM program but rather  some procedures that could be   included  in a IPM program.

Ants

	Vinegar to get rid of tiny  ants.
	One clove of garlic, one onion, one tablespoon of cayenne pepper and a quart of water.
	Steep for one hour, add a tablespoon of liquid soap and spray it around the house" for ant and roach control.
	Mixing baking soda with powdered  sugar and applying to infested  areas.
	Wash kitchen surfaces with vinegar solution and sprinkling bone meal, chili powder and powdered charcoal in and around  suspected points of  entry.
	Pour a line of any of the following where the ants are entering the building: cinnamon, cream of tartar, red chili pepper,  salt, dried mint or sage, or cucumber  peelings.
	Apply perfume to the entry  point.
	Mix a tablespoon of sugar and a tablespoon of borax with 2 tablespoons  of water.  Soak cotton balls in mixture and place on low lids.
	Band sticky , adhesive materials around base of plants and trees to deter ants, which can carry and colonize aphids.
	Border gardens with bone  meal.
	Mix 2 tablespoons boric acid, 2 tablespoons sugar and a cup of water. Soak paper towels place on dishes, and set out for ants. (Remember in Michigan schools this would require parent    notification.)
	Mix 4 ounces of mint jelly with 2 tablespoons of powdered  boric acid. Cut small squares of  masking tape and dab mixture on tape. Stick on floors behind cabinets and appliances. (Remember in Michigan  schools this would require parent notification.)
	Pour boiling water over the nest. Sprinkle dry borax laundry soap on areas of ant activity. Be careful with borax around plants it can kill  them.
	Pour a line of cream of tartar or chili powder  where ants enter house  and they will not  cross  it.
	Mixture of 101/2 ounces of water, 3 ounces of Tabasco sauce, 21/2 ounces of peppermint soap liquid (available at health food stores). Spray where ants enter the   home.
	Combine: 1 part active yeast, 2 parts molasses and 1 part sugar. Mix the ingredients well. Drop a teaspoonful on several small squares of white paper. Place the paper squares along ant trails where they will not be disturbed. How does it work? The ants are attracted to the sugary feast and will consume it readily. The action of the yeast, however, will produce gas their bellies which they  cannot rid themselves of. They essentially will pop. The best part of this method of pest control is that it utilizes no chemicals which could harm you or your family.
	Take 3 parts Apple Jelly and 1part boric acid. Mix ingredients thoroughly. Cut standard soda straws into 2- 3 inch pieces. Fill a 5- 10 ml disposable syringe (without needle) with mixture. Use this to fill soda straw pieces. Place in areas that ants have been   observed.
	Keep out of reach of children and animals. (Remember in Michigan schools this would require parent notification.)
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e  A  L T  E R  N A  T  IV  E S
SOLVING ANT PROBLEMS NONCHEMICALLY
If you thought there were· a lot of anm	I	;-
marching  around, you were right. ·0· ne of	-	;
 -	-	.· . ;_
the  most  common  insects  on earth;. ther-e..	.,.	.....,, r....	.,.	.,.	.....,, r ....
1	r	f
r: .: u:··= :::	...	,_	,_	,_
given time.  Not surprisingly, a number of	'11	'11
4::.
species  invade  homes · and  other  buildings	;_	;.. ....,., r....	_.....,, r-;	I -     .	I -
. *-
searching for their favorite foods. If ants are	.	.,.	_

bothering. you,  physical   control  measures	'-	.;:J_:Jt.::.
that  deny ready  acceSs to food, water. acid  ·	L
shelter can successfully reduce ant problems.
1
In conjunction with least-toxic chemical	"p
 
. . . .,.
treatments when  necessary, you can  effec-
 atience,tolerance
·
r·
tiveiy reduce household ant populations to	1	_	-	,	I _	anda philosophical
tolrable  levels.    ·	·	,	view of ife can be
Biology	. .	-"11	.:IJt.::.	important attributes
There are probably 12,000 to 14,000	.._	.t	when  dealing with
f -
species  of  ants in  the  world  and  over·450	..	,_	•	·	ant. Be willing to
species can be found in the United States.	'JiJ	tolerate a  few ants
· Size, shape and  color vary from species to
species,  but  all ants  are social insects and
most colonies contain at least three distinct castes: workers, queens, and males. 1
The queen is the primary egg layer. Workers typically care for the queen and the young, forage for food, repair, maintain and   enlarge   the   nest,   and   defen:d  the
 

other insect pests such as flea and fly larvae, bed bugs, moths, young silverfish, subterra
nean termites, and a variety of insect eggs. 1·3
Identification
 inyour home."

cal controls and least-toxic chemical treat- ments can successfully reduce an ant popu lation. Remember, population  reduction  is a realistic goal; total eradication is not. And
be prepared-they will be  back.
colony.1 New nests form when existing ant	People  often  mistake  ants andlermites
colonies split into two or more new   or sat-	for  each other.
 Both  insects ·h·ave  ·winged
 Physical Control Measures
ellite nests usually under the leadership of a	forms. Ants have  narrow waists   and bent	Physical controls rely on habitat modifi
queen.2•3
Ants go through four stages of develop ment: egg, larva, pupa and adult. People often mistake Argentine ant larvae for ant eggs (which are actually microscopic). Ar gentine workers can be seen relocating  the
white pupae to safe ground when the  nest is disturbed  or flooded. 1
Although often seen primarily as an ag gravating household pest, ants also play a beneficial  role. .They aerate soil, recycle dead
 antennae whereas termites have thick waists and straight antennae. Carpenter ants are large (between 1/4 and 1/2 inch long), can damage wood structures, and require dif ferent   control   measures   than    common
household   ants.1  (For  details,  see JPR
13(1):38-39.) If you're unsure as to identity of the pest, take a sample to your local Extension Service for proper identification.

An Overview of Least•toxic
 cations that make your home a less attrac tive environment by denying ants their ba sic needs of food; water, and shelter.
Locate and remove the food supply . Clean up or remove the food attracting the ants. Store food in tight  containers.  Ants can climb up the threads of screw type jars and enter the jar if there is no rubber gas  ket or liner. Use glass jars with seals or gas kets and plastic containers with tight-fit ting snap-on lids to safeguard foods  attrac
animal and vegetable matter, and prey on	Ant   Management  Techniques
 tive to ants.1.3



•
Becky Long is NCAP's office manager and tundraiser.
 Patience, tolerance and a philosophical view of life can be important attributes when dealing with ants. Be willing to tolerate a few ants in your  home.  Combining physi-
 Ant-attracting items like dog and cat food, jam, or honey can be stored in moats. (This can be as simple as putting  the item in a pie plate full of water.) Ants sometimes
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float across moats of plain water so be sure to  add  a  little  soap.1.3  (Be  sure your pet
I
won t drink it!).    .
Garbage is anotherpppular food source. Keep garbage and compoJtable materials in separate containers with tight-fitfng lids. Empty the garbage daily. Rinse rcyclables thoroughly. Keep kitchen counters, stove. tops  and  floors  clean.  Sweep  or  vacuum
frequently.1.3	.. ,	·
Locate and seal tlte 'point of entr y.  Fal
low the anttrail to identify the point of entry into your . pome and close it. If you don't have  a clear ant line leading to.· an
entry point, try placing small pieces of card board or wax paper with pancake syrup or a high protein treat (depending on the ant type) pt1t in te e ning. The next morn ing a thick ant trail should lead you to the
point  ofentfy:2
Once you've identified the entry  point, seal it Temporary seals include dt1ct tape, toothpaste and petroleum jelly. Silicone caulk is an excellent permanet\t s1tant.
Kill ants with soap . A soapy spongtf or
a spray bottl;:Jilled Yv1tll soapy water kills
individual ants and erases the chemical trail the line of ants is following: Hot orht soapy water can also be used to drench outside nests killing some ants and forcing the sur vivors to relocate the nest.
Force ant relocation by flooding. Drive ants out of flowerpots by taking the· pots outside and flooding them repeatedly. Flooding can also be used to force ants to move outside nests. When you see the work ers moving  the pupae,  relocation  is taking
place. 1
Consider heat treatment . Like many in sects, ants are susceptible to extremes of hot and cold; Considered to be one of the most promising new pest control treatment tech nologies, Isothermics Inc. markets a heat ing unit system that raises temperatures within a structure to 160° F. Temperatures
inside  the  wood  reach  120° F,  the killing
point for a host of household · insects in cluding termites, cockroaches and carpen ter ants. Heat applications can be used on  an entire structure or they can be localized. The heat does not adversely affect the wood, but personal property such as pianos, furni ture and oil paintings must be removed from
 the building. Although such a treatment would be impractical for a household ant problem, especially since ant nests are most ,
ofte1alocated.outdoo 1{jf being rsed to com
oat'other household pests, the reduction of ants in the home  is an added benefit. 1
Prevent access with sticky barriers .Ants will not cross sticky barriers. Various com pounds are availble corpmercially. Apply to foundation walls· or the legs of freestanding tales or plant stands. The stµff is very mes.sy ancinot particul<U"ly attractive, but it can be
an effective solution in selected cases. 1·2
Lure ants outsid e. Ants cari sdmetimes be lured away froPl the house by placing a food att;ractac1t in a small, dirt-:filled,  clay flower
pot. When the ants move in, they can 'be destroyed  with boiling  hot  water.  4
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Least•toxic Chemical Tre.atments
A number of chemical controls are gen erally regarded as least-toxic. Although safer than conventional insecticides, they do carry some risk and should be used only when necessai:y.
Desiccating and boric acid dust s: Des iccating dusts, such as diatomaceous earth and silica aerogels, kill ants by drying them out, causing the insect to lose moisture and eventually die. Boric acid dust is a slow acting poison the ants ingest when cleaqing themselves. Placed in wall voids or cracks, these dusts can be very effective, retaining their efficacy for many years as long as they are kept dry. After application, make sure the wall void and all cracks are well sealed. Always  wear  goggles  and .a dust mask
 during, application , to avoid breathing in desiccating dusts or hire a professional to apply  them,   Cover  or  remove   electronic
equipm,nt Jhat · be damagd by . dust. People with lung problems should' not use diatomaceous earth. Do not use glassified diatomaceous earth manufactured for use in swimming pool filters as it causes the lung disease• silicosis.
Boric  acid 'baits:  Boric  acid  baits  can  be a relatively low toxicity means of effectively reducing  ant populations.  Foraging  ants  eat the bait then return to  the  nest,  where  the food is·regurgitated and shared. This shared . feeding behavior can decimate an antmlony feeding on boric acid bait. :Ho,vever, since the pupae  do not  ingest  any bait,  the colony
may survive and replenish  itself over time.1
Baits combining boric acid· and a sweet attractant such as mint jelly are commer cially available. Or you can make your own
by miXing 3 cups water with one cup sugar
and 4 teaspoons of boric acid or bcfrax: Place the mixture in 3.;.6 screw top jars. Loosely pack with  cotton wool.  Screw  tre.
lids on tightly, seal with tape. Poke holes in the lid and place near points of entiy or along ant trails for best  results. Keep  away
from children and pets and clearly label the jars  as poison. 1 If  the  ants  aren't attracted
	to  the  sugary  solution,  try  a  mixture  of

canned  cat or dog food  and boric acid.5

Summa.ry
Ants are a common household pest and periodic infestations can be a problem de manding a response. Preventative measures that deny ants food, water and shelter make your home a less attractive ant environment. When ant invasions do occur, least-toxic chemical controls can effectively reduce populations to tolerable levels.  +-
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